Prologue
The most awaited game of EKARIKTHIN 2017 is here. Pump up the adrenaline and push that
throttle hard to mark your presence among the best. Show off the hidden passion and talent of yours
for racing. See and compare yourself with others, and test your driving skills on computer and become
the most wanted of all.
Roll the wheels the way you want, rough, gentle or carefree but mind that you are in a game. If your
reflexes are fast enough to cross the line first and beat the clock ticking, then this platform is for you.
Come and be a part of the league of MOST WANTED. Beat all the racers in the league and take the title
of Blacklist #1 driver 2017.

Event Description
 All the competition will be league or knock out (to be declared on that day).
 Come in groups otherwise you will be assigned any group for initial sessions on
discretion of Organizer only.
 Top two racers will be promoted to next round. (tentative)
 First game will be CIRCUIT and second race will be SPRINT then DRAG. (tentative)
GAME VERSION: Need For Speed Most Wanted 1.
Participation: Solo (must have proper ID)
Event date: ________.
Event time: ________.
Venue: not declared yet.

Rules and Regulations
The participants must arrive on time and be present during the event. Keyboards and Laptops
will be provided, but the participant is allowed to bring his own keyboard and headphones. In case of
any technical breakdown during the racing, the race would be conducted again.

Prize/ Money
_CERTIFICATES for winners and runners up and a SUM OF 4500 (2500 cash for winner and 1000 cash for
runners up + 1000 for t-shirt and goodies to promote the event and college (like flax and posters))
Rupees (if possible).

Organiser’s Details
1. Bishal Banerjee
E-mail: bishal1banerjee@gmail.com
Phone: 8413974830
2. Suraj Kumar
Phone: 8259976780, 9431236519.
Email: s.surajkumar94@gmail.com

